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We discuss a remarkably simple power-law relationship observed between the abrasion rate of an

initially spherical slider by hard carbon-containing films and the number of sliding cycles n to which

the film has been subjected. The power-law relationship is valid up to 4 orders of magnitude in n .

We model this phenomenon by connecting it with nanocharacteristics of the coatings. It is proposed

to explain the phenomenon by a statistically self-similar variation of the pattern of relatively sharp

nanometer-scale asperities of the films. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1519099#

The tribology of carbon-containing films such as dia-

mondlike carbon ~DLC! and boron carbide ~nominally B4C)

is a subject of intensive study.1,2 While hard films are often

used to reduce wear of coated components, abrasion of

heavily loaded steel components such as gears by these films

may, by polishing ~abrading! asperities on the counterparts,

enhance the fatigue resistance of the coated components by

reducing a source of high intensity stresses.3 If a function of

the coating is to polish the counterpart, the coating should be

selected to be sufficiently abrasive to accomplish the polish-

ing but not so abrasive as to wear away or change the geom-

etry of the counterpart. In such cases, it may be that the

abrasiveness and changes in abrasiveness may be more im-

portant to the performance of these coatings than other prop-

erties often selected for, hardness or durability. Our goal is to

understand the abrasion process and the factors that control

the changes in the abrasiveness of coatings.

Boron carbide is similar to amorphous, metal-containing

DLC ~a:Me-DLC! in the sense that they are both hard, amor-

phous, carbon-containing films with large amounts of other

elements. Both coatings can substantially reduce the rough-

ness of a steel counterpart ~for example, from 250 to 50 nm

within less than 100 cycles! through a mechanical polishing

process. The abrasiveness of a boron carbide or DLC film

actually drops rapidly as it polishes the steel, coinciding with

the loss of relatively sharp nanometer-scale film asperities as

observed in scanning electron microscopy ~SEM! images

~Fig. 1!. The morphology of the coating on a scale larger

than a few microns is not correlated with the abrasion rate.4

This counterpolishing of the coating by the steel appears to

be at least partly chemical in nature.2,5 In this letter, we de-

scribe a model to describe the kinetics of the counterpolish-

ing process based on statistical and similarity methods.6

The average abrasion rate is defined as the total volume

of steel removed M divided by the total distance traveled by

the ball d52pRn with a pin-on-disk radius R; or as the

average of the instantaneous abrasion rates A i ~abrasion rate

on the ith cycle! during the first n cycles,

a!Electronic mail: f-borodich@northwestern.edu

FIG. 1. SEM images of a B4C film (30330 mm region!. ~a! Unworn. ~b!
After 500 cycles.
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M is determined from three-dimensional optical profilometer

images of wear scars on the steel balls, calculating the vol-

ume removed by numerical integration of the volume under

the surface of the worn ball7 and subtracting it from the

volume of a perfect sphere. For a fixed load, we have shown

that the abrasion rate depends only on properties of the film

and is constant during a cycle.4,8

Because abrasion is controlled by details of the local

morphology and pressure, Fig. 1 suggests that there should

be a very complex time history for the abrasion rate. In par-

ticular, it would be surprising if the abrasion rate caused by

the coating surface of Fig. 1~b! could be simply related to or

predicted by the abrasion rate caused by the coating surface

of Fig. 1~a!, especially since the steel surface also changes.

Nevertheless, the variation of A(n) follows an extraordinar-

ily simple history for up to 104.5 cycles ~Figs. 2 and 3!,

A~n !5A1nb, ~2!

where b is an experimental parameter that must lie within

the range4
21<b<0 and is typically 20.7 to 20.8 for both

B4C and DLC films, independent of hardness ~8 to 23 GPa!
of the film. It is straightforward to derive from Eq. ~1! and

Eq. ~2! that A i>(11b)A1ib with an error of less than 1% if

b is 20.8 and i>6. Apparently, once b is known, the abra-

siveness of the film of Fig. 1~b! can indeed be predicted

knowing just A1 , the abrasiveness of the film of Fig. 1~a!. A

relationship as simple, accurate, and widely applicable as Eq.

~2! is rarely observed in the study of wear.

We model this phenomenon by connecting it with nano-

characteristics of the coatings. We assume that ~1! the abra-

sion is due to sharp asperities; ~2! the loss of abrasiveness is

assumed due to the evolution of sharp asperities to flatter

structures, as seen in Fig. 1; ~3! the surface of the coating can

be described in a statistical way in terms of the distance ,

between sharp asperities ~see next!; and ~4! the abrasiveness

of the coating is proportional to number of asperities which,

for a fixed coating area, means that the abrasiveness in pro-

portional to ,
22, the asperity density.

Consider a steel ball which is undergoing abrasion by

sliding against a coated coupon. We take the period of the

first cycle T as the unit of time. So, we can use the number of

cycles n as time instead of t5nT . After the first cycle,

enough material has been worn away so that the edge of the

ball has receded by a distance h(1), creating a flat wear

region on the ball that we will call G1 ~see Fig. 4!. The ball

continues to wear until after n cycles the edge has receded by

a distance h(n), creating a larger flat wear region on the ball

which we call Gn . Since the rate of recession of the steel

ball dh/dn must be the same everywhere in Gn , the overall

recession rate can not exceed the recession rate of the least

abrasive subregion within Gn . And since the abrasion rate

falls monotonically with n , that subregion is the one that has

been in contact longest, i.e., G1 . Therefore, to model

changes in abrasiveness with time, it is only necessary to

model changes in abrasiveness in the central region G1 . That

is, the part of the coating that is in contact with the subregion

G1 is less abrasive than any other part of the coating.

Consider a set of random points on the coating that is in

contact with the central region G1 . These points comprise

the peaks of sharp asperities on the coating whose average

separation distance is ,. Sets of such points, distributed in an

irregular way within a planar region, are known to arise in

many disciplines.9–11 We assume that the pattern of sharp

asperities within the region in contact with G1 can be de-

scribed in a statistically self-similar way,6,12 which means

that the distribution of the points of sharp asperity peaks

within the region is independent of n; i.e., only the mean ,

of the probability distribution changes its value while all

other dimensionless central moments remain unaltered.

FIG. 2. Abrasion kinetics of B4C for loads of 1 ~triangles!, 5 ~squares!, and

11 N ~circles!.

FIG. 3. Abrasion kinetics of a:Me-DLC for a load of 5 N.

FIG. 4. The total volume removed from the ball and the wear governing

cylinder.
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Hence, the images of the pattern after any number of cycles

n1 and n2 can not be distinguished statistically from each

other if the average distance ,(n) between the points is not

known. For such a steady-state process, we can write

,(n1)/,(n2)5 f (n1 /n2). Similarly, we obtain ,(n1)/,(n3)

5 f (n1 /n3) and ,(n2)/,(n3)5 f (n2 /n3). If we denote x

5n1 /n3 and y5n1 /n2 then we can write6,12 f (x)/ f (y)

5 f (x/y). This equation is satisfied only by f (x)5xa, a
5 f 8(1). Thus, this relates f (x) to ,(n) and we see that

,(n)5,(n1)(n/n1)a, a.0. If the average spacing ,(n)

5AuG1u/N(n), where N(n) is the number of sharp asperities

within the area uG1u after n cycles, we obtain N(n)

5N(1)n22a. The volume of steel M c5uG1uh(n) removed

from the region of the coating in contact with G1 during the

first n cycles is

M c5(
i51

n

M ci5(
i51

n

mN~ i !5(
i51

n

M c1i22a,

where m is the average amount of material on the steel ball

removed by a sharp asperity during a cycle, M c15mN(1),

M ci is the volume of steel removed from the central part G1

on the ith cycle. Approximating the sum by an integral, we

obtain h(n)'*0
nh(x)dx'h(1)n122a.

In the Hertzian approximation, a ball is described as z

5(1/2Rb)r2 where Rb is the ball radius and z ,r are cylindri-

cal coordinates. The volume of the Hertzian ball under the

planar cross section at the height h is V(h)5pRbh2. The

material removed from the ball is governed by the cylinder

of approximate radius rc>AuG1u/p and the height h(n)

~Fig. 4!. So, the total volume of steel M[V(h) removed

from the slider during n cycles can be approximated

V(h(n))5pRbh2(n)'pRbh2(1)n2(122a) and A(n)

'A(1)n2(122a)/n which, for b5124a , yields Eq. ~2!.
Obviously, the surfaces in Fig. 1 do not transform into

each other upon dilation. Nevertheless, our analysis shows

that if the sharp asperities remain randomly distributed in the

sense discussed herein, then the distribution function for the

distance between the asperities is self-similar and the abra-

sion law Eq. ~2! follows. It is interesting to note that if the

probability that any asperity loses its sharpness were inde-

pendent of n , we would have ,(n1)/,(n2)5 f (n22n1), and

Figs. 2 and 3 would show exponential behavior. Power-law

behavior requires that the probability for an asperity to lose

its sharpness falls inversely with n , a stringent constraint on

the physics of the process. Perhaps the only asperities that

remain sharp after many cycles are those that are protected

by neighboring structures. What such protection means and

why there is precisely an inverse relation with n is being

studied. Insight from this work will promote development of

coatings with properties optimized specifically to protect

against fatigue.
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